IWL Peer Mentoring Circle Contract

As a participant of this IWL peer mentoring circle I agree to the following guiding principles:

1. I agree to attend the meetings regularly and participate equitably.
2. What is said in this circle stays confidential.
3. We listen to each other with curiosity and compassion.
4. We ask for what we need and we offer what we can.
5. When unsure of how to proceed we stop, pause, reflect, and seek out additional sources of assistance.

Additional group rules as agreed upon by the participants:

Peer circle group: ________________________________

Signature: ________________________________ Date: ______________________

Please send signed contract electronically to debra.oswald@Marquette.edu for IWL records.

460 Holthusen Hall
1324 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53233
IWL@marquette.edu